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Top 10 cost-effective
research tips

Lexis Advance™ makes cost-effective research easy. When you research under a LexisNexis® subscription 
agreement, every search on Lexis Advance is free. It’s also free to browse through your search results and 
read the document preview in the cite list. On Lexis Advance, you only incur a charge when you access the 
full document. Below are more tips to help you research cost-effectively with Lexis Advance.

Filtering Options: Use pre-search and post-search filters to find the most 
relevant documents quickly. Run a broad search and use Narrow By filters.

Shepard’s® is FREE and included in the document access fee of the 
document you are viewing. 

Legal Issue Trail: Save TIME with this innovative tool by tracing the 
development of a specific legal issue, concept or rule of law in a case.

Table of Contents: Search or view the TOC of a statute or treatise for FREE.  

Alerts: Set up automatic updates on research issues and topics. You can 
view the update summary before deciding to access individual documents.

Document Delivery is FREE on Lexis Advance, including printing, 
downloading, e-mailing and saving documents.

Folders: Save a document or section of text from a search to your 
customized folders. Access saved information for FREE for up to a year.

History: Recall automatically saved research from your History log for up to 
90 days for FREE.

Lexis® Web: Save TIME with the integration of vetted and filtered open Web 
results for FREE.  

LexisNexis® Customer Support: FREE 24/7 at  1-800-45-LEXIS. 
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LexisNexis® currently provides you with two research systems. Lexis Advance™ uses the 
newest legal research technology, however, you can still access lexis.com for specific sources 
or features that are not yet available on Lexis Advance. For example: to search a specific 
source, to use LexisNexis segments, or to print to a LexisNexis dedicated printer. Below are 
the top ten cost-effective tips for using lexis.com.

Get a Document by Citation is often the most cost-effective way to retrieve 
authority on lexis.com®.

Copy with Cite is a FREE way to extract the exact quote or language you need 
and obtain an accurate citation reference.

Choosing the Smallest Relevant Database minimizes the cost of your search 
and insures that you don’t pay to search through cases that aren’t on point.

FOCUS is FREE. After picking the smallest relevant database, run a broad 
search and find your case by FOCUSing.

Spell Check is a FREE tool that will keep you from paying for a search with  
no results.

Alerts are a cost-effective way to stay up-to-date on your research.

Enhanced Table of Contents (ETOC) searching is more cost effective than 
running a search in analytical or statutory material.

When reviewing results from an ETOC, searching Book Browse is a FREE way 
to view other content.

History saves your searches for 30 days and viewing results from the previous 
24 hours screen is FREE.

Printing from the web browser is always FREE.
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